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SECTION A

1

About Ulster Historical Foundation

Ulster Historical Foundation is a registered charity with the Charity Commission for Northern Ireland (Reg.
No. NIC100280).
Founded in 1956, Ulster Historical Foundation is entirely self-funded. The Foundation receives no public
money from central or local government. We depend on the support of our customers and members to continue
to provide the range of services that we currently offer.
The ‘Ulster’ in our title is the historic, nine-county province of Ulster. Our work covers this whole area (and
often the whole island of Ireland), including: Antrim, Armagh, Derry/Londonderry, Down, Fermanagh,
Tyrone, plus Cavan, Donegal and Monaghan.
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Background

Coronavirus has changed the world in six months. In terms of what we do the Foundation needs a digital
strategy to prepare for life in a much more virtual world, much more so than was required before.
Our digital strategy includes:





how we offer/undertake research
fundraise
increase our membership
build and grow an online community of supporters

A completely new website will be at the heart of this digital strategy.
The new website is not an updating or refreshing of the old, but a complete re-imagining of our online
presence.
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Website solution sought

Ulster Historical Foundation wish to appoint a contactor to develop a completely new website combining all
existing aspects of the Foundation’s online presence, which include:
www.ancestryireland.com
www.booksireland.org.uk
www.historyfromheadstones.com (content not currently accessible to the public)
www.therjhuntercollection.com
Plus bringing together microsites promoting conferences, courses, projects and other content, all under one
URL, which is well-laid out, with clear, easy navigation.
All these various resources will be brought together under one dedicated, seamless website.
It is desired that this website will:



Offer a fully-integrated e-commerce platform that applies to all Foundation products and services.
NB: The commerce solution must be at the heart of the website
Modernise and improve UHF’s online profile
4





Improve website visibility to Google and other search engines
Make aspects of the site attractive for social-media reposting and sharing
Improve sales, registrations, subscriptions

This website will be:






An important genealogical resource for DIY genealogists through its genealogical database and
search functionality
Reputable and trusted genealogical and historical bookstore
Important heritage tourism resource making UHF seen as a trusted small tour operator
A portal for the Irish and Scots-Irish community to connect with each other through our membership
association (the ‘Guild’) and members’ area
An informative and trusted local history website, valuable also to ‘free-for-view’ visitors

The contactor will be responsible for the design of the website and the construction of the structural elements
of the website.
The contractor will be expected to work closely with dedicated staff members of the Ulster Historical
Foundation to manage the development and content population to the website as it is developed.
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Underlying considerations for development

We recommend the contractor gives consideration to the following points when considering the website
solution that will best meet the Foundation’s needs.
The contractor should be cognisant of the underlying structure of:




how the Foundation as a charity is funded;
how we work with our customers and members;
how we wish to embrace technological solutions to make our content more widely accessible and
easily discoverable on the Internet (especially in this Covid age).

A proper evaluation of our background, will help create the right framework for the website.

4.1

Dual-role in funding the charity

The Foundation is a unique charity. We are completely self-sustaining and generate 95% of our income
through selling our goods and services. These services and products, e.g. publications, are actually part of our
charitable objectives – to publish and disseminate information about the history of Ulster.
We are a registered charity and thus fundraising is a vital activity. It will become more important to us in the
period ahead: therefore the fundraising side of our website needs to be fit for purpose and every bit as
important as the ‘commercial’ side of the website.
As a registered charity it is just as relevant for the Foundation to fundraise as any other. Because our appeal
to potential donors is less emotive than the unique selling point (USP) of the larger health-supporting charities,
our fundraising website needs to be as good as the market leaders in terms of look and functionality – to allow
us to make the best pitch to supporters that we can to make it easy to solicit support for people to donate and
for us to showcase our work.
Thus the website must have a dual function and purpose to reflect how we fund ourselves:



a ‘commercial’ side – through which we sell our goods and services
a ‘giving’ side through which we appeal to fundraisers to support our work and where we share our
success stories etc

These two parts – commercial and fundraising – are two sides of the same coin. Both are vital to the financial
well-being of the website and ergo the organisation.

4.2

A commercial solution at the heart of the website

For this reason the commerce at the heart of our website is fundamental to the website construction, not an
afterthought.
We do not need an informational website with an online store bolted on. We need a website where the trading
function is at the heart of the solution – where the underlying structure is an online store.
A robust and secure, multifaceted and multi-level trading function is necessary for the customer to make
seamless financial transactions across the range of our services, including:
donate money – to projects, building fund, general running costs (and linking to our strategic
partners in USA – e.g. Irish American Partnership)
buy books, research, credits (for databases)
buy subscriptions to databases and to join our ‘Guild’
register for our virtual courses and conferences
register for our actual courses and conferences (post Covid)
6
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Strategic pyramid/cascade

Starting from the underlying considerations and how the Foundation funds itself we have provided a strategic
cascade – a top down view to demonstrate how this should inform the website development: moving from
these fundamentals to the key platform attractions and the relationship building functions to the goods and
services that people will buy/use and which will generate income for the charity.
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5.2

Key platform attractions – elements of the website rebuild

The nature and role of the Foundation’s online presence is varied and multifaceted. It is intended that the
redevelopment of the Foundation’s website allows for a more strategic and streamlined online presence. It
also should allow for better integration and use of the data and resources which the Foundation holds.
The desire to modernise and improve the quality of service offered to visitors of our website is of key
importance to this project, but consideration should also be given to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

what we want the website to be able to do currently,
what we hope the website will be able to do in time and,
how both these elements relate to building relationships with current, prospective and future
visitors.

5.2.1 Members’ area
It is desired that this rebuild can help create a vibrant members’ area (aspects of which will be outlined later
in document).
5.2.2 Databases
The website will exploit the considerable content-rich resources held by the Foundation: 2 million records in
various birth, death and marriage and other genealogical record databases. Our databases appeal to members
and general site traffic and should be made as user-friendly as possible.
Linked to this is the ability to add to and edit databases with ease. It is intended that any rebuild should allow
for the functionality and flexibility to create new databases and archives using articles, essays, snippets,
photographs, library catalogue, printed and eBook resources, and forays into new formats such as audio books.
The website will need to store (safely and cost-effectively), manage and present the wide range of content,
and formats (text, image, video, audio).
5.2.3 Geo mapping-based resources
Much of the content held by the Foundation could be presented via interactive maps.
We would like to exploit the potential for Geo-mapping software, taking our data, which in most cases have
a location element, and present that data in a visualisation that is engaging and accessible.
We have a readily usable historic resource for this: the townlands and civil parishes of Ireland.
We want the website to have a mapped-based resource (which can be a database to represent data spatially)
starting with the counties, then civil parishes of Ulster and descending down to the townlands.
The island of Ireland is divided in to more than 60,000 individual townland units averaging out at about 300
acres in size. These townlands go back at least 400 years, making them an ideal means by which the
Foundation’s content can be sorted, searched, accessed and displayed efficiently and attractively for the end
user.
In the historic province of Ulster there are: nine counties; some 369 civil parishes; and approx. 16,800
townlands.
Linked to this, it is intended that the website should be flexible enough to include categorising markers that
can be utilised in the future. For example, it is hoped that a book available for purchase which focusses on a
certain area, can refer a user to possible records of interest for the area, can refer to books within our library
(and ergo within our library catalogue) and can refer the user to information that may be of interest within
micro-sites or project websites, existing or planned.
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5.2.4 Library catalogue
The website will include a searchable library catalogue, the content of which will be populated by
Foundation staff. (See above on usability and functionality.)
5.2.5 Virtual/digital library
A vital development of the library catalogue and linked to it is a digital library facility which can be
accessed by users/members via their login.
The Foundation intends to build up its digital resources. Digitised versions of publications held in the actual
library collection which can be accessed remotely by users is an important part of our growth and
membership retention strategy, and is especially important in this new Covid world to which libraries,
archives and research centres all need to adapt.
See Irish Manuscripts Commissions Digital Resources (www.irishmanuscripts.ie/digital-resources/) as an
example of the type of solution we are seeking, i.e. want a solution that protects the integrity of the library
catalogue and protects the resources from piracy.
5.2.6 Digitised search reports
The Foundation has been tracing family history for clients since 1957. We have an archive of c. 15,000
search reports. From the early 1990s these reports are in text file formats, the older reports from 1957–c.
1990 are in hardcopy format, but have been scanned and OCR converted.
We would like these reports to be presented as a text-searchable database accessible to members/users via
their login. We want the website build to include this functionality even if this aspect of the website is not
fully implemented at the time of the build.
The Foundation is happy to discuss with the developer the best way to achieve this (i.e. we are open to
creative proposals).
5.2.7 Themed areas: e.g. Plantation, Migration, R.J. Hunter material, etc
The Foundation currently uses a number of microsites for different projects and services. It is intended that
the content from these sites (and future sites) will be fully integrated into the new website redevelopment as
subsections of the main site, and not maintained as separate microsites with their own separate URL.
It is important that considerations such as individual appearance of these themed areas, and commonalities
such as ease of editing etc, are taken into account when the website is being built.

5.3

Key relationship-building functions

Linked to aspects of the key website attractions detailed above, it is desired that this website redevelopment
will improve elements of relationship building with site visitors.
For example, although a visitor may be interested in one aspect of the site (such as purchasing a book,
record or research), the value of their experience means that this visitor will then be interested in re-visiting
and exploring other elements.
Having someone buy a book, which then can illustrate what other aspects of the website could help them
(referring them to books in library, special projects etc) helps to build a relationship with this visitor wherein
they may then visit/use library resources, become a member and use member resources and potentially
donate to special projects/programmes or donate to support the work of the Foundation.
Aspects within Key relationship building functions include things such as:
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Intuitive, time efficient and practical social media tools within the website development to
encourage traffic.
Full transparency given (in as clear a way possible) to Foundation’s charitable status, testimonials
from other users, etc.
The inclusion of reciprocal links with partners and agencies.
An engaging and vibrant members’ area wherein members can interact (to a certain degree) with
each other and with Foundation staff.
An ‘Affiliates’ area where visitors can find information relating to researchers with the
knowledge/expertise to help them in their specific part of the world, or with their specific Irish
research objective.
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SECTION B

6

Our services

Over more than 60 years the Foundation has developed into one of the principal genealogical research agencies
in Ireland and a leading publisher of quality historical, educational and genealogical books.
Our work also includes annual genealogy classes, courses, and conferences: bringing international visitors to
Belfast for family history programmes – the aim of which is to bring people together from all over the world
in their quest to discover Irish and Scots-Irish ancestors.
In addition we undertake lecture tours overseas; compile genealogical databases – digitisation and
transcription (for members and non-members); undertake large research consultancy projects to devise
exhibitions for visitor attractions, content-rich websites for third parties and similar materials for the benefit
of our own members and users of the Foundation’s website.
While family history is a major part of the Foundation’s work, it is not the sole activity. Our remit straddles
many different aspects of the history and the heritage of the province of Ulster.

6.1

Genealogy as a pastime

Family history is a very popular hobby. The internet and genealogy are ideal bedfellows. Never more so during
this crisis when public archives and libraries have been closed.
While for some a visit to our website will be purely transactional – e.g. to buy a book. Others will want to
linger and explore the content.
Most people pursue genealogy purely as a leisure hobby and have high expectations about their online
experience based on other commercial providers and government-delivered online genealogy services.
To build our community of member and non-member users we require a website benchmarked against the
best performing commercial and non-profit competitors, especially in family history and heritage sectors.
But not exclusively heritage-related. The reasons are two-fold. First, our customers have wider expectations,
we require a solution that matches the experience of the best commercial websites selling goods and services
directly to the end-user, e.g. Amazon, eBay, etsy.com, Shopify, and the better online book retailers, etc.
Second, the Foundation is not merely a family history society: there are many different facets to our historical
work; and we are not purely commercial. At its heart the Foundation is a registered charity with objectives in
terms of education and engaging widely with audiences interested in the history of Ulster.
A website that matches/surpasses the experience provided by market leaders will enable UHF to deliver on
its educational role and the recreational nature of genealogy. This will help us build and grow our community.

6.2

Key services

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ulster Historical and Genealogical Guild membership association
Assisted research services
Client research services
Book and heritage product sales
Family history courses
Family history conferences and assisted research programmes
Project consultancy
Genealogy lecture tours
Online courses and workshops
Fundraising and donations
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7

Key audiences

7.1

Overview of users: Members, PPV subscribers and non-members

The Foundation has a membership society called the Ulster Historical and Genealogical Guild.
The ‘Guild’ is strategically important to the Foundation. The new website will need to cater to the needs of
members, above nearly all other users.
Other important customers/donors use and support the Foundation without ever becoming a full member.
Many customers use the Foundation’s services without ever becoming a member or donor. As a customer
with no ‘emotional’ attachment to the Foundation’s charitable objectives, they are seeking the best user
experience, value for money, and conscious of, and liable to use instead, the services of commercial
competitors. The visitor experience on the Foundation’s website needs to at least match that available from
other providers in the sector.

7.1.1 Guild Members
The Foundation’s members are a core part of the business and a central strength in building our online
community. The website needs to serve their needs.
/
It requires a secure members’ area with high quality features benchmarked against the best available from
other similar, competitor providers in Europe, America and Australasia. These features would include:





Members-specific resources and databases
A ‘talk to Kevin’ [Guild Secretary] function wherein members can directly contact their
Foundation liaison.
Ability for members to interact with each other directly, i.e. without the need for UHF staff
to act as
the intermediary. We want the website build to include this functionality even if this aspect
of the website is not fully implemented at the time of the build. The Foundation is happy to
discuss the best way to achieve this (i.e. we are open to creative proposals). See 9.1.2 below.

Once a member passes through the portal, they should have seamless access to all the resources that we choose
to make available to them. Visually the resources need to be presented in such a way as to be at least as good
as the experience offered by our larger commercial competitors.
The website needs to make it as easy as possible for members to log in, and to stay logged in (e.g. they do not
need to login every time they visit the website), should they choose to do so.
A member being logged in needs to carry across the whole website outside of the dedicated members’ areas.
For example, when browsing our books the member discount prices should be displayed alongside the
Recommended Retail Price (RRP), and that they see both in the currency of their home country. And they can
see the member discounts which apply to our courses, classes, tour events etc.

7.1.2 PPV users
The solution should also differentiate between a non-member subscriber to the online databases only or a
customer who uses credits to access the BMD records, and a member of the general public who is browsing
through free content (i.e. where there is no login gateway necessary to access this level of content).
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7.1.3 General users
In addition, the website needs to be attractive and accessible to the general public – as is common to all good
websites.

7.2

Guild Member segmentation

The Foundation has a dedicated membership base of around 1,600 members. The members largely break down
into two types – though this is somewhat of a generalisation as the nature of the member’s relationship with
the organisation can change over time.
7.2.1 Members who believe in the objectives of the charity
These members are primarily interested in supporting the Foundation through their Guild subscription. They
probably are keen family historians, or interested in Irish history, but often do not utilise the benefits of
membership to their fullest extent. In many instances they are likely to donate to projects, appeals, etc.
7.2.2 ‘Transactional’ Members
In some cases members are only interested in the benefits of membership as a ‘commercial transaction’, they
wish to enjoy Guild-related discounts for our products and services, and in accessing and using the online
content. In most instances they will be one-year members and will let the membership lapse once they feel
they have exhausted its benefits. They want to extract the full measure from the subscription, are often savvy
users of genealogical websites and have high expectations of the service they expect. The churn rate for annual
membership subscriptions can be quite high from year to year.
Note: These members are highly prized as they drive the membership side of the business. Because they want
full value from their subscription and are likely to leave after a year does not make them ‘second class citizens’
to those members who believe in the mission. They often buy other products and services while being a
member, and may renew their subscription at a later time, or through time become longer-term supportive
members (which is our objective).
Members will have an interest in all or one of the following: family history, Ireland, Ulster-Scots, local history.
7.2.3 Geographical location of Members
A large proportion of the Foundation’s members and customers are from overseas primarily North America,
plus Australia and New Zealand (to a lesser extent). Probably 60% of our members and users are from
overseas.
That said, a significant and growing proportion of our users/members live in the UK and Republic of Ireland.
Something like 40% of our users and members are local.
Often the nature of an individual project e.g. a book title and its contents, will dictate whether it has local or
international interest or both.
For example:
Busmen in the Firing Line (publication about busmen during the NI troubles – local interest,
almost no overseas interest in this type of book);
Ulster Emigration to Colonial America (a book about eighteenth-century migration to America –
almost exclusively overseas, and specifically USA interest);
Researching Presbyterian Ancestors in Ireland (strong overseas and local interest in this book).
Given the importance of our overseas audiences, it is essential the website identifies country of origin and
displays pricing etc in the currency of the users’ home country.
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7.3

Non-Member segmentation

7.3.1 Non-member users who access via a login or payment wall
PPV or database users are often only interested in finding relevant records and wish to receive as much
relevant information as possible for as little money as possible.
7.3.2 Visitors to our online store
Visitors to our online store are primarily interested in genealogy and most are repeat customers. Improving
the appearance of site will increase new customers.
Inter- and cross-product marketing e.g. ‘People who bought X also bought Y’, ‘Similar products you might
like’, ‘Other products commonly purchased with this one’ etc, will also help increase sales and new customers.
7.3.3 Family history conferences and courses
Participants in our family conferences, courses and research programmes are largely from overseas and have
a keen interest in visiting Ireland either to visit historic sites of interest or return to the land of their ancestors.
They are often well travelled, and may pack in one or two other holiday activities while coming to Belfast for
UHF conferences, e.g. visit rest of Ireland, or GB, or a European country. Consequently they have high
expectations about the experience they receive whilst in Ireland and the professionalism of the website through
which they would register. They must have confidence in the provider as being trustworthy.
This is especially so in this Covid crisis where holiday companies, airlines, etc, could very well fail, resulting
in the customer losing both their holiday and their money.
7.3.4 Research customers/clients
Customers interested in UHF research services will either have hit a brick wall in their own research, want
the Foundation to carry out the research on their behalf or they will just be interested in starting their research
journey with an expert professional.
The websites of the Foundation currently experience very little traffic that simply stumbles upon the website
and if they do the bounce rate can be quite high.
These potential customers or site visitors, whilst they may be interested in some of the Foundation’s offerings,
could be enticed to remain by enjoying a better experience on the site – free, informative and social mediasharable content.
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8

Objectives

Currently the Foundation’s two main websites (www.ancestryireland.com and www.booksireland.org.uk) are
in serious need of modernisation. This is the principle reason behind the Foundation’s desire to redevelop and
improve its online presence.
The new website is not an updating or refreshing of the old, but a complete re-imagining of our online
presence.
The new website requires many more additional features to enable the Foundation to deliver its services in
this new world: for example online programmes delivered via, e.g. pre-recorded Powerpoints (Screencast), or
webinars (GotoWebinar etc) and Zoom-style meetings, live Q&As, etc.
In terms of functionality and accessibility the Foundation requires a website that is fast (in response times),
secure (in terms of users’ data), visually attractive, professional-looking and which enables the Foundation to
deliver on its educational role, but also the key recreational aspect of genealogy.

8.1

Primary Objectives

Responsive web design – across web and mobile devices and platforms
Combine UHF’s two main websites under one common site with a modern and attractive design (along with
current and defunct microsites)
Improve user experience – both in usability and for the buying process – so as to:
Entice new customers/members
Entice lapsed customers/members
Encourage donations
Increase sales of titles which would be included in ‘our online store’
Encourage subscriptions to databases
Increase website traffic
Reduce bounces
Improve website visibility to Google and other search engines
Make aspects of site attractive for social-media reposting and sharing
Short loading times
Fully integrated e-commerce system across website to include all UHF services:
membership
research services
conferences and courses
online (book)store
donations/giving
8.1.1 Seamless buying experience across the range of goods and services
We need a seamless buying experience across our full product range. It is intended that whether the
customer is shopping on the dedicated ‘store’ aspect of the site, booking a course or conference, becoming a
member, commissioning research, or even choosing to donate to a project, that if the individual is logged in
with a customer account they can purchase anything across the site, and purchase multiple different products
at the same time, should they wish to do so.
8.1.2 Vastly improved, and competitor bench-marked, database searching
Free-text searchable databases. Existing UHF databases will need to be integrated into the new website as
completely free-text searchable databases with more advanced search function.
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8.1.3 Secure, accessible, easy to use customer profiles
Customer profiles will be securely included in the backend of system – this will include our different type of
users who will have a member/user login, e.g. Guild members, customers, tour participants with records
relating to all these.
Any form submissions will be applied to specific account profiles when possible. It is also necessary that
UHF staff can upload documents/information to customer profiles. For example: the ability to upload a
Research Report to a customer’s profile.
Customers should be able to have access to a limited version of their profile wherein they can look at
previous orders and searches (modelled on the industry best examples).
There is a need for site to allow a varied user base meaning visitors to site can:









8.2

Become a member
Buy an item on the store
Commission research
Register for a course/conference
Become a subscriber to UHF databases for a determined amount of time
Register as a Pay-Per-View user
Donate to a funding campaign
All of the above

Secondary Objectives

Integrated email marketing with a suite of the standard industry tools (to add new system or include our
current phplist from historyfromheadstones).
Include functionality for online classes to closed groups – to be implemented at a later date.
It is intended that the creation of this website should allow for the possibility of allowing visitors to book
consultations with researchers across the island of Ireland.
It is intended that the creation of this website should allow for the possibility of allowing visitors to interact
and engage with our ‘genealogy affiliates’ across the globe.

8.3

Practical Requirements

The desired CMS that this build should use is Wordpress allowing for the complete (or as close to as
possible) control over customisations to website (i.e. UHF staff able to change size, colour, location of
pages, text and menus. Instantly be able to add/edit new products, courses, tours).
However, the Foundation is open to the use of other CMS if the developer can argue benefits of proposed
CMS and it is a licence-free, non-proprietorial platform well served with a wide range of free/low cost plugins, themes etc, as Wordpress.
A CMS that meets high level industry-standard security features is required.
The CMS must:



Provide basic image editing capabilities, including at a minimum crop, resize and rotate.
Allow site administrators to add <alt> attributes to images.
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Allow users to add keywords tags and descriptions to PDFs, Word documents and other files, and
must index these keywords for use by the site search facility.
Automatically create resized instances of images dependent on individual template requirements.
Provide a central library of assets, images, audio, video, files, forms and links.
Should be flexible to allow for UHF-specific promotional adverts. For example:
1) When first landing on the homepage a visitor can be met with a Holiday or region specific pop
promotional messages – i.e. if an IP shows a visitor is from USA on 4th July, they get a ‘happy
4th, look at this’ message.
Messages that can be created/populated by UHF staff and which are discretionary, i.e. can be turned
on/off by staff to respond /take advantage of promotions, holidays, events, or special messages:
‘Hey, it’s St Patrick’s day, go have a look at our records” in an image that covers opening of
webpage once a visitor lands there, or ‘A welcome from our President’ where a screen loads on
homepage with a fire-side hello from the Duke of Abercorn KG (for instance).
It is intended these promotional messages allow for video, audio, text and image.

The website layout must work in the latest versions of web browsers, including as a minimum: Internet
Explorer (IE), Firefox, Chrome and Safari.
The website must have an open source SEO toolkit installed (e.g. Yoast) to enable staff to manipulate SEO
on individual pages, news posts, images, databases, etc.
The website must have an XML site-map generator which will help Google index pages automatically.
The website must have a Site Search facility available on the home page. As a minimum requirement the
site search facility must appear in the footer of the home page, and may (subject to final design of home
page), be required to appear at the top of the page as part of the header. The Site Search will be an open
source or low cost turnkey solution for ensuring fast, comprehensive and ‘relevant’ results, and which
overcome the deficiencies of, for example, Google-powered site search.
The website must show multi-media content in various formats, including, as a minimum:





.avi – AVI (Audio Video Interleave);
.mgp .mpeg – MPEG (Moving Pictures Expert Group);
.flv .swf – Flash (Shockwave); and
.mp4 – Mpeg-4 (with.264 Video compression)
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9

Goals

9.1

For customers

9.1.1 As a ‘store customer’
Given UHF’s diverse customer base geo-locating is absolutely essential so that prices automatically appear
in the currency of the user, e.g. in $ dollars if in USA etc. Alternatively to have this as a customer-selective
function, for example, in webpage header ‘select currency’ – thus available on every area of the website.
It is desired that a customer should:
(i)

Be able to complete a purchase in as few clicks as possible – in line with best industry practice
The solution must have as few hurdles in the way as possible, e.g. complicated postage, address
copying, payment functions, which deter the customer from placing an order. The solution
should make it as easy as possible to check out either as a logged-in user or guest.

(ii)

Be able to adjust different elements of their order in the summary function, should they wish to
do so, just immediately before the purchase action.

(iii)

Have full access to their full ‘order history’

(iv)

Be able to add items to a cart which can be purchased at a later date (similar to the functionality
of Amazon’s shopping cart).

(v)

Add desired products to their ‘watchlist’ – so customers can get automatic notification if prices
are reduced.

(vi)

Be presented with ‘personal recommendations’ based on previous orders of searches. e.g.
similar to ‘people who bought x also bought y’; and ‘other products that might interest you’.
These recommendations should be automated or at the very least require little administrative
time from staff.

(vii)

Be presented with a choice of more than one payment function – PayPal, SAGE pay, World Pay
or others. Note: the solution will require the possibility of a minimum of two different payment
options. Ideally, using geo-locating, the solution will offer the end-user the most commonly
used platform in their region, e.g. many of our customers in USA have preferred payment
gateways.

(viii)

Be able to ‘click and collect’ as well as choose other standard delivery options

9.1.2 As a ‘Guild member’
The goals outlined above (where applicable) should also apply to Guild members. It is desired that
additional goals include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

Easy to navigate and attractive members’ area – to include things such as a limited ‘live chat’
function, ability to upload and edit interests.
The ability for Guild members to access their own customer-unique information i.e. previous
record searches, product searches, purchases etc.
The option for members to remain ‘logged in’, making it easy for members to continue using
members’ area, go direct to payment gateway, continue their database searching, etc on their
return to the website.
Guild-specific discount to be applied automatically if member is logged in.
Ability for Guild members to talk with other members directly – to be possibly integrated at a
later date but could be through a closed-access Facebook group, through a direct private
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(vi)
(vii)

notification (one member can ‘ping’ another member to indicate they are interested in getting in
touch, emails are withheld) or through a message board.
Personal recommendations based on previous orders/searches (i.e. ‘you are interested in Co.
Down. These books cover Co. Down …’)
Register a fund-raising event which they will manage on our behalf: i.e. a member in the USA
can post and organise a fundraising event on behalf of the Foundation in the area they live in.

9.1.3 As a ‘database user’
The goals outlined in 9.1.1. and 9.1.2. (where applicable) should also apply to database users. It is also
essential that database users are presented with:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

A field-based search mechanism plus a free text searchable database option.
The field-based database must allow the user to be able to search: without surname, by place
name (townland/street, parish, village/town, barony, county); by place, occupation, age, marital
status, parent’s (usually father) name, age, etc.
Intuitive and practical search functionality. To include things like: variant surname and first
name searching.
A fully referential database index wherein an index can refer to specific databases. Although
this is a secondary objective which can be developed or expanded at a later date. The
functionality should be present in this build.

9.1.4 As a conference/course attendee
The goals outlined in 9.1.1., 9.1.2., and 9.1.3. (where applicable) should also apply to conference/course
attendees. It is also essential that these users are presented can:
(i)
(ii)

Clearly see price (and in their preferred currency) and duration of each programme/offering.
Pay by instalments – not just by deposit (similar to DFS being able to pay balance in chunks).

9.1.5 As online ‘course participants’
It is important that the website allows visitors the ability to register and participate in online courses and
workshops. The Foundation currently has a subscription to Screencast where our programmes are recorded
and hosted online. It is intended that these recordings be integrated into the website in an attractive and
interactive way. The online course section of the website must also allow for live webinars (e.g.
GotoWebinar) as well as recordings and for other live events, e.g. Zoom meetings.
The management of the online course element of the website therefore must enable the visitor/course
registrant to manage their registration for these aspects of online courses.
9.1.6 As a ‘free-for-view’ visitor
Easily find free, informative, visually appealing social-media-sharable content (bench-marked against
competitors).
9.1.7 As a ‘potential donor’
It is important that the ‘Giving’ part of the website and ‘donation pages’ within it has a slightly different
appearance to rest of site, but that it is very obviously part of the Foundation’s online present, just a different
part of it, i.e. the visitor has a clear sense that this part of the site is more like a ‘charity portfolio’.
Visitors to site should:
(i)
Be able to donate to specific projects.
(ii)
Be able to donate to the Foundation’s general funds (i.e. not a specific project).
(iii)
Be able to donate time, expertise, books and other “non-monetary” items.
(iv)
Be presented at checkout with the option to ‘top up’ payment as a donation, i.e. if shopping cart
is £9.50 customer can choose to top up an extra £0.50.
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(v)

If they pay tax in the UK that they can complete an online Gift Aid form at the time they make
their [first] donation. This will require a subscription to online contract signing software, e.g.
DocuSign, E-sign etc.

(vi)

If they pay taxes in the USA (are eligible under IRS rules) and are making a sizeable donation
that warrants it, they can transfer quickly and easily to UHF’s partner organisation – Irish
American Partnership – to be able to make a tax efficient donation, i.e. through IAP they can
receive a tax break on their gift.

9.2

For Staff

The objectives for the website in respect of the Foundation’s staff include the following.
Reduce admin time relating to processing orders/dealing with enquiries. To include:











Ability to mark items as sent, include tracking numbers if necessary and for customers to receive
emailed notifications relating to their order without manually sending these emails.
The system will automatically send the customer an acknowledgement of the order – listing the
items purchased; plus send an acknowledgement of the payment just received.
Printable order forms.
In back-end of system PayPal and other processing fees are noted so as to make processing on
SAGE quicker.
Automated messages when submitting a query i.e. ‘thank you for emailing, we will get back asap’.
A staff ‘intranet’ (or designer-proposed solution) to managing file sharing and client project
management between core staff and genealogical researchers who work off site. Given the Covid
situation this function is desirable to limit person-to-person interactions and reduce travel. This
solution will also be used to manage the work of offsite volunteers (e.g. data transcription).
A ‘ticket’ system to manage general, unspecific and usually non-commercial enquiries which tend
to be overlooked or are last to be answered. Any UHF staff member can log into this ticket system
and see the number of unanswered ticketed queries, and ANY member of staff can send templatedresponses to these emails.
Type of enquiries to be directed to necessary people, i.e. research to necessary staff, book orders and
sales necessary staff, etc. For example the option for customers to contact:
research@uhf.org.uk
books@uhf.org.uk
membership@uhf.org.uk
giving@uhf.org.uk
enquiry@uhf.org.uk (for general enquiries)
All submissions should also be copied to the main UHF email address: enquiry@uhf.org.uk

Complete (or as close to as possible) control over customisations to website (i.e. UHF staff able to change
size, colour, location of pages, text and menus. Instantly be able to add/edit new products, courses, tours).
The reason being to limit the amount of work the Foundation will need to outsource once website is
developed. The ideal situation is for UHF staff to handle site modifications, content management and
updates in-house.
Download or export Guild members’ interests in bulk from all members’ profiles
Download or export PPV or limited access account contact info in order to upsell other products
The website must be able to allow the manual upload of new databases/records to the system by UHF staff
and for these databases/records to be appropriately archived to appear where they need to on the site.
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Ability to discount records/database access when needed.
Ability to upload customers’ search reports to an account which the customer can then download.
Uniform discount codes – one code can apply to all products and services regardless of location on website.
Automated messaging regarding scheduled consultations – i.e. text or email as reminders.
The website must include an open source or low cost turnkey solution for a social media management tool,
or social media dashboard, for example Hootsuite.
The website will include analytical resources including, for example, Google Analytics and Google
Webmaster Tools or similar, installed for use by UHF staff to assess usage of the website including, as a
minimum:










9.3

Graphing and visualization of visitors’ journeys through the site.
The ability to set up customised analytical queries.
The ability to create customisable reports; and real-time reporting (who is on the site, where they
came from, what they are viewing), also,
Number of views to homepage.
Number of clicks to each individual link to external websites.
Number of downloads/views of each individual document.
Origin of individual users by country or state/county/province (within country).
Bounce rate for individual web pages.
Point (i.e. page) of entry of individual visitors.

For Special Projects and interactive website elements

It is intended that the rebuilt website allows for the development of certain online projects and interactive
elements. These projects would include things like interactive townland maps, gravestone inscription maps
etc. These projects would see visitors select, view and zoom in on designed maps to find out more
information on various topics.
9.3.1 UHF ‘Affiliates’
It is intended that the rebuilt website will include an area devoted to Foundation ‘Affiliates’. These are
trusted genealogical researchers and sources of information who/that can guide prospective clients and
visitors on their research. It is the intention that a fully rebuilt www.ancestryireland.com become a portal
and ‘go-to’ trusted website for genealogy research.
Each Affiliate would have a profile detailing expertise, contact information and specialisms.
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10

Sample websites

Below is a short list of websites of other companies and charities giving an idea of the types of look and layout
that the Foundation’s staff believe might be right for this solution.
We should stress they are provided as a basic guide for the Foundation’s new design, we do not want simply
a copy or amalgam of some of them, but a website that works for our business needs.
However, we would like the best of them to be used in bench-marking the quality of the Foundation’s website
solution to the best of our competitors.

10.1 For ‘store’ aspect of website
www.wordery.com
www.betterworldbooks.com
But also the buying experience of the best commercial sites, e.g. Amazon, eBay etc.

10.2 For Conferences, courses, research services aspects of website:
www.statravel.co.uk
https://www.roadscholar.org/

10.3 For comparisons to family history websites:
https://www.americanancestors.org/index.aspx
https://indianahistory.org/
https://www.irishfamilyhistorycentre.com/
https://www.rootsireland.ie/
https://www.irishgenealogy.ie/en/
https://www.findmypast.co.uk/

10.4 For comparison to online virtual library
https://www.irishmanuscripts.ie/digital-resources/

10.5 Design ideas and sketches
Screenshots and hand-drawn wireframe ideas can be viewed in the Appendix 1. A list of what is included is
as follows:
10.5.1
10.5.2
10.5.3
10.5.4
10.5.5
10.5.6
10.5.7
10.5.8
10.5.8
10.5.9
10.5.10
10.511
10.5.12
10.5.13

Screen Grab – Homepage
Bookstore Landing Page Example
Screen Grab – Bookstore landing page
Individual Product Example
Individual Courses Example
Individual Conference Page Example
Screen Grab – Conference landing page
‘About UHF’ Example
UHF Giving Example
Screen Grab – Research
Screen Grab – UHF Giving
Screen Grab – Research
Browse Databases Example
Screen Grab – Members’ Area
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11

Summary of Essential Requirements

Contractors submitting a tender should confirm compliance with ALL of the essential requirements for the
website development.
The developer must ensure the aims detailed in section 9 (above) are realised and addressed in the website
build. Attention should be paid to the summary list of ERs (below) and sections 5, 7, 8 and 9, but especially
sections 5 and 9. These sections illustrate how the Foundation wishes the website to function for visitors as
well as practically and functionally for UHF staff.
No.
ER 1

FEATURES REQUIRED
Content Management System (See also section 8.3.)
The contractor must provide a content management system (CMS). The preferred CMS
being Wordpress but the Foundation is open to using other systems if the developer can
explain the benefits of doing so.
The site must allow for the creation, deletion, editing and organising (within the site
navigation) of pages of content.
Complete (or as close to as possible) control over customisations to website (i.e. UHF staff
able to change size, colour, location of pages, text and menus. Instantly be able to add/edit
new products, courses, tours). This is to limit the amount of work UHF will need to
outsource once website is developed. The ideal situation is for UHF staff to handle site
modifications, content management and updates in-house.
The CMS must have a diversified and varied range of off-the-shelf add-ons, plug-ins,
themes and specific solutions which can extend the functionality of the UHF website (for
example: SEO toolkits, specific themes, security plugins, database/search facilities
(including ‘site search’ plugins), image sliders, and social media plugins).

ER 2
ER 3
ER 4
ER 5
ER 6

ER 7

Plus the ability to easily accommodate and display effectively/attractively within different
screen environments and resolutions (PC, laptop, handheld) external platforms such as
ZOOM, Gotowebinar, Screencast, and social media. This is essential in this COVID world
we now inhabit.
The CMS must provide basic image editing capabilities, including at a minimum crop,
resize and rotate.
The CMS must allow site administrators to add <alt> attributes to images.
The CMS must allow users to add keywords tags and descriptions to PDFs, Word
documents and other files, and must index these keywords for use by the site search facility.
The CMS will be used via a browser interface into the website. The CMS must ensure
content is not lost or corrupted should the CMS or browser crash.
The CMS must produce human-readable error messages that provide information about the
issue and suggest possible solutions.
Where it is a user error, CMS must advise of corrective action to be taken.
Where it is a systems error, CMS must direct to helpdesk.
The CMS must have as a minimum, a browser based ‘what you see is what you get’
(WYSIWYG) editor, providing the ability to:
paste text into templates, and to configure that text using characteristics predetermined by
the template (e.g. heading, sub-heading and body text fonts, colours and line-spacing);
Insert and edit images;
Undo;
Redo;
Save;
Link –insert/edit;
Link-remove;
Table-insert/edit;
Table-insert rows/columns;
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ER 8

ER 9
ER 10
ER 11

Table-cells properties; and
Use special characters.
The CMS must provide a facility to preview changes before submission to the live site. This
must enable changes to multiple interdependent resources to be viewed and/or executed incontext prior to submission.
The CMS must automatically create resized instances of images dependent on individual
template requirements.
The CMS must provide a central library of assets, images, audio, video, files, forms and
links.
The solution must provide password controlled access to the CMS, and must include all of
the following functionality:
Logon to the application for authorised users (i.e. users with permission to add to, delete
from, or amend the CMS/database) Must comply with, as a minimum, industry-wide best
practice.
Accounts are locked out after 10 invalid attempts. After being locked out the account must
be reset by the system manager/administrator. Passwords must be stored on the system in
secure form; When changing a password, the system must prompt the user to enter the new
password twice. The system must provide a secure means by which lost or forgotten login
details can be retrieved; and Password administration must be controllable by a website
administrator.

ER 12

Should be flexible to allow for UHF-specific promotional adverts. For example:
1)When first landing on the homepage a visitor can be met with a Holiday or region
specific pop promotional messages – i.e. if an IP shows a visitor is from USA on 4th July,
they get a ‘happy 4th, look at this’ message.
2) Messages that can be created/populated by UHF staff and which are discretionary, i.e.
can be turned on/off by staff to respond /take advantage of promotions, holidays, events, or
special messages: ‘Hey it’s St Patrick’s day, go have a look at records” in an image that
covers opening of webpage once a visitor lands there, or ‘A welcome from our President’
where a screen loads on homepage with a fire-side hello from the Duke of Abercorn KG
(for instance).
It is intended these promotional messages allow for video, audio, text and image.

ER 13

Key Functions (see also section 5)
 It is essential that the website has a fully integrated e-commerce system across
website to include all UHF services (membership, conferences and courses,
bookstore, donations). It is intended that whether the customer is shopping on
the dedicated ‘store’, booking a course or conference, becoming a member, or
commissioning research, making a donation that if signed in with a customer
account they can purchase anything and/or multiple products/services within
the site.


ER 14

This will also include across-service discount codes in which UHF can offer a
single code that will apply a certain amount of discount to any applicable
product or service.
Existing UHF databases will need to be integrated into new website as completely free-text
searchable databases with more advanced search function.
UHF will be able to provide this information but the developer will need to integrate these
databases in their build with this additional, functionality which should match/surpass the
market leading competitors in the genealogy and heritage sectors. See also sections; 5.2.2
and 9.1.3.
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ER 15

ER 16

ER 17

Linked to ER13 the website will need to allow for a varied user base meaning visitors to
site can:
 Become a member
 Buy an item on the store
 Commission research
 Register for a course/conference
 Become a subscriber to UHF databases for a determined amount of time
 Register as a Pay-Per-View user
 Make a donation
 Register a fund-raising event which they will manage i.e. a member in the
USA can post and organise a fundraising event in their area.
 All of the above
See also section 5.3.
Customer profiles will be securely included in the backend of system – this will include
Guild members, customers, tour participants with records relating to all these. Any form
submissions will be applied to specific account profiles when possible.
It is also necessary that UHF staff can upload documents/information to customer profiles.
For example: the ability to upload a Research Report to a customer’s profile, which the
customer can then download to their PC, laptop, handheld device.
Customers should be able to have access to a limited version of their profile wherein they
can look at previous orders and searches. It is also intended that customers can place items
on a ‘watch list’ where they can await for an automatic notification if a price is reduced.
See also sections; 9.1.1 and 9.1.2.
Elements of website must allow for ‘intuitive cross referencing’ i.e. recommended books
based on topic areas, search history, ‘what other customers bought’.
Also must go further so that all aspects of website cross-references i.e. if a user was to
purchase a certain book on a specific topic/area, that other services, micro-sites, and other
aspects of website are shown to the user to be of interest in reference to that topic/area (e.g.
purchasing a book on Co. Down, user is shown library books relating to Co. Down, etc)
See also section 5.2.3 and 5.3.

ER 18

We would like to exploit the potential for Geo-mapping software, taking our data, which
in most cases does have a location element, and present that data into a visualisation that
is engaging and approachable – i.e. an interactive map. See section 5.2.3 above.

ER 19
ER 20

Inclusion of a specific website area related to searching our library catalogue
Site should allow for the integration of hosting online classes i.e. Foundation staff need
to be able to upload pre-recorded videos to area of website dedicated for online classes.
The Foundation intends to build up its digital resources through the creation of an online
digital library. Digitised versions of publications held in the actual library collection which
can be accessed remotely by users via their login is an important part of our growth and
membership retention strategy. See section 5.2.5.
UHF’s archive of client research reports to be presented as a text-searchable database
accessible to members/users via their login. The website build should include this
functionality even if this aspect of the website is not fully implemented at the time of the
build.

ER 21

ER 22

ER 23

The Foundation is happy to discuss with the developer the best way to achieve this (i.e. we
are open to creative proposals).
Administrative tasks (see also section 9.2)
UHF staff should have the ability to download or export customer/member information
based on specific parameters. For example:
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ER 24

ER 25

ER 26

ER 27

ER 28

Guild members’ interests should be able to be downloaded in bulk for inclusion in
the Directory [a member publication issued annually].
PPV or limited access account contact info should be able to be downloaded in
bulk in order to upsell other products.
Customers purchase history to be downloaded and/or searched

The Foundation is happy to discuss the best practical way to do this based on the
developer’s suggestions.
The website must include an ‘order-processing’ function to facilitate:
 Marking orders as sent, include tracking numbers if necessary and for customers to
receive emailed notifications relating to their order without manually sending these
emails.
 Printable order forms
 Download/search order history and product history
It is also intended that the order processing system should attribute PayPal and other
processing fees in the back-end so as to make processing on SAGE quicker.
The website must be able to allow the manual upload of new databases/records to the
system by UHF staff and for these databases/records to be appropriately archived to appear
where they need to on the site. Similarly, content already uploaded should be easily editable
within the administrative side of website, without need for outside support.
The website must be able to allow the manual upload of new databases/records to the
system by UHF staff and for these databases/records to be appropriately archived to appear
where they need to on the site.
Website Usability
Website needs to contain a geo-locating function so that prices automatically appear in $ if
in USA etc. This type of functionality is essential.
An alternative option to sit alongside the automatic geo-locating is to enable the customer
to be able to select (ie turn on/off) this function on top menu bar.
See also section 9.1.1.
The website should have multiple payment options for Foundation products and services.
Initially the website should allow for:
 PayPal
 SAGE pay
 World Pay/A.N. Other
And allow for the easy addition of further payment options should a more attractive option
arrive in the future.
For more expensive services such as conferences and courses customers should be able to
securely pay off the balance owed in chunks – similar to DFS

ER 29

ER 30

See also section 9.1.4.
The website must have a level of functionality to allow for personal recommendations
based on search history, searches. Ideally this also should apply to database searches
wherein if a customer looks at Co. Down they can be recommended a relevant book.
See also section 5.2.3.
At checkout, customers should be able to:
 Click and collect publications
 “Top up” their payment as a donation
 Leave an item in shopping cart to pay at a later date
 Revisit stages of the buying process such as shipping address or basket contents (at
the checkout screen ) without having to click ‘back’ to get to a previous screen to,
for example, update shipping address details.
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ER 31

ER 32

ER 33

ER 34

ER 35

ER 36

ER 37

Customers/users should be able to remain signed in to their profile to make it easier to place
an order or search the site. If they are a Guild member prices should appear with Guild
discount automatically applied across full range of goods and services.
The website design should allow for Guild members to interact with each other directly
rather than use the UHF as an intermediary.
This could be integrated at a later date but the Foundation is happy to discuss with the
developer creative ways to do so.
Website design and appearance
After award of contract, the successful contractor must, with the partners, design the
appearance of the website and establish the ‘look and feel’ of the website.
The design of the website must be agreed between the parties within a set time line after
award of contract. The time limit will be agreed with the developer and UHF at the
initiation meeting.
The Giving section of the website and the related ‘donating’ pages and sections must fit in
with the theme and aesthetic of website but stand out as a portfolio of the charity and more
formal or ‘corporate’ in look/feel.
Web Browser compatibility
The website layout must work in the latest versions web browsers, including as a minimum:
Internet Explorer (IE), Firefox, Chrome and Safari. It must work in the latest version of iOS
and Android browsers.
Responsive Design
The website must be built using responsive design. The website design must be optimised
for mobile browsing so that the elements can auto-rearrange to fit any screen size, enabling
the website to be viewed on mobile devices – phones and tablets, as well as on desktop
computers.
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
The website must have an open source SEO toolkit installed to enable staff to manipulate
SEO on individual pages, news posts, images, databases, etc.
The SEO toolkit must enable less experienced staff to manage page titles, meta description
tags, and it will provide staff with automatic guidance on the ideal optimisation settings for
each webpage, or website element, and how well the page is performing.
Within 2 weeks of completion of the initial test website the successful contractor must
assess elements such as title tags, meta tags, internal links, outbound links and keyword
density, and advise staff through consultation/by email on SEO improvements to the
website. This advice, supplied to staff, must be included within the overall cost of the
website development.

ER 38

Content upload/Data Migration
The successful contractor must provide staff with login access to the development site to
enable them to upload and refine content to individual webpages during the development
phase.
Foundation staff will provide sample content to enable pages to be created, and will
populate these pages with content and update regularly.
The successful contractor will not be expected to prepare or maintain the web page content.

ER 39

XML Site Map
The website must have an XML site-map generator which will help Google index pages
automatically.
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ER 40

ER 41
ER 42

ER 43

ER 44

ER 45

ER 46

Site Search
The website must have a Site Search facility available on the home page. As a minimum
requirement the site search facility must appear in the footer of the home page, and may
(subject to final design of home page), be required to appear at the top of the page as part of
the header.
The Site Search will be an, open source or low cost turnkey solution for ensuring fast,
comprehensive and ‘relevant’ results, and which overcome the deficiencies of, for example,
Google powered site search (e.g. Google can be slow to re-index individual pages on a
website which can lead to a Google-powered site search providing less relevant results for
users to their search criteria) or the limited functionality of built-in site search functions of
some open source platforms.
The search engine must return results within industry-accepted best practice, e.g. speed and
relevance, etc.
Contact Us
The website must display contact details on the home page header or footer (to be decided
by UHF staff with developers), as well as in the ‘About’ section of the website, this will
include: telephone number, postal address, email address(es), plus a contact form to submit
queries and/or e-mail messages to UHF staff.
There must be an interactive map interface illustrating the location of UHF Offices. This
must allow end users to generate printable directions to the offices by entering a starting
location in Northern Ireland.
Social Media
Aspects of website need to be made attractive for social-media reposting and sharing.
The website must include live feeds or icon links to the following social media:
Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, You Tube, Instagram.
The contractor must embed the feeds in the website layout, they will not be expected to
create the accounts or provide regular feeds. This responsibility will rest with UHF staff
after successful handover of the completed website.
Social media plug-ins must be provided to allow end users to share information from the
website via social media platforms including, but not limited to, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr,
You Tube, as well as by email (similar to the ‘Share this Page’ feature used on pages
throughout www.bbc.co.uk etc).
Social Media dashboard
The website must include an open source or low cost turnkey solution for a social media
management tool, or social media dashboard, for example Hootsuite (the successful
contractor may propose an alternative solution). This solution must enable UHF staff to
manage social profiles all from one dashboard, save time finding and automating content to
publish and measure social media performance with analytics.
The contractor must install the system and provide training to UHF staff in the use of the
tool however they will not be expected to provide regular input to the UHF day-to-day
social media feeds.

ER 47

Newsletter and broadcast/dissemination tool
The contractor must install an email newsletter sign-up form which will link into, for
example, existing UHF php.list newsletter, MailChimp/Constant Contact (the successful
contractor may propose an alternative solution) account.
UHF staff will be responsible for using this feature after handover of the website. The
successful contractor will not be expected to create nor issue newsletters.
The Contractor must provide basic training in the use of chosen newsletter tool if it chooses
not to integrate or current php.list
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ER 48

ER 49

Multimedia content
The website must show multi-media content in various formats, including, as a minimum:
 .avi – AVI (Audio Video Interleave);
 .mgp .mpeg – MPEG (Moving Pictures Expert Group);
 .flv .swf – Flash (Shockwave); and
 mp4 – Mpeg-4 (with.264 Video compression).
Web links to other organisations
The website will include a links section directing visitors towards our partners.
The specification will allow for the setup of a links database populated initially with 50
existing contacts. This will be updated and maintained (in a database format, with jpegs of
icons etc.) by UHF staff.
The contractor must provide a suitable database solution. The database will be populated by
UHF staff during the development phase. The contractor must ensure that access is given to
the database at least 4 weeks prior to the target completion date for the test website to
enable this to happen.
The successful contractor will not be expected to create or maintain the database content.

ER 50
ER 51

ER 52

ER 53

ER 54

ER 55

Accessibility and Web standards
The website must meet all current and standard web standards and practices.
The website must have a user-friendly interface for handling the following errors:
• Http 3xx redirection; and
• Http 4xx Client error.
For example, 404 errors – ‘Sorry but that web page does not exist’
Privacy and Data Protection
The website must comply with current GDPR and other data protection guidelines.
The website must comply with current ‘cookies’ notifications to users.
Reporting
The website must have analytical resources including, for example, Google Analytics and
Google Webmaster Tools or similar, installed for use by UHF staff to assess usage of the
website including, as a minimum :
 Graphing and visualization of visitors journeys through the site;
 The ability to set up customised analytical queries
 The ability to create customisable reports; and Real-time reporting (who is on the
site, where they came from, what they are viewing), also:
 Number of views to homepage
 Number of clicks to each individual link to external websites
 Number of downloads/views of each individual document
 Origin of individual users by country or state
 Bounce rate for individual web pages
 Point (i.e. page) of entry of individual visitors
Other non-functional requirements
Page load speeds and download speeds for content should be optimised and based on
current industry best practice and bench-marked load times.
The website must be search engine friendly, and should employ industry standards for good
website design and must avoid deceptive techniques to improve rankings (refer, for
example, to Google’s Webmaster Guidelines).
Website Testing
The contractor must thoroughly test the website. The successful contractor must include a
period of no less than two weeks in the proposed development schedule for joint testing,
fixing of issues identified and retesting.
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The Contractor must fix/correct malfunctions identified during testing at no extra cost to
UHF.
The website must be SSL certified.
Website support and maintenance
The contractor must maintain all software elements (e.g. CMS, operating systems) to ensure
the continued security and business continuity of the website.
This includes upgrades or patches to CMS.
Training
The successful contractor must provide training and documentation for up to 6 staff. Given
the COVID restrictions in place training should be done via ZOOM or other where screen
sharing and other tools can ensure UHF staff are trained to a sufficient standard to manage
the CMS and add/change content at the sign off stage of development.
Training will need to be supplied for both ‘administrator’ and ‘user’ levels (an estimated
max. of 2 ‘administrators’ and max. of 4 ‘users’).
At least one training session must be scheduled to take place before the ‘go live’ date, with
the remaining sessions taking place after the ‘go live’ date.
The training must include as a minimum:
 the CMS
 How to run updates and edits using the back-end CMS
 IT admin functions of the website (such as the newsletter feature, the blogging or
news facility, the social media dashboard and the email marketing/newsletter tool
 website security
 general administration
 use of the analytical tools
 search engine optimisation
 email marketing tool
 social media dashboard
Provide an electronic comprehensive operating and training manual in Word/PDF format at
the commencement of their training.
Project Initiation Meeting
A project initiation meeting with the UHF team must take place within 7 days of award of
contract to finalise and agree the implementation plan including milestones for completing
the website. Given the current COVID restrictions this will be a virtual meeting.
Exit plan documentation and transfer of code base
The contractor must provide within 7 days of project acceptance 7 days following any
development work/upgrades:
 a complete source code base for all code developed as part of this project,
instructions to build an executable image. Contractor must also demonstrate that an
equivalent executable image can be created from the supplied code base
CMS/plug-in/add-in User guides in word format.
Future Functionality
It is intended that the creation of this website should allow for the possibility of hosting
online streaming or hosting of video classes to closed groups.
It is intended that the creation of this website should allow for the possibility of allowing
visitors to book consultations with researchers across the island of Ireland.
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SECTION C
Award Criteria
Tenders submitted for this work will be evaluated against the following criteria and weighting:
Criterion

Weighting

Cost/value for money

60%

Understanding of brief (creative approach to providing a good
production solution)
Capacity to deliver within timeframe

25%
15%

Pricing
It must be understood that the prices indicated will be used to help reach a determination as to a company’s
value for money. The price listed in response to this tender must be reasonable and attainable, as it will provide
the basis upon which a contract might be agreed.
Please itemise costs according to the list of items as presented above. And include:
1) Cost exclusive of VAT;

2) the VAT element;

3) the total cost including VAT.

Lowest Tender
The Foundation is not bound to accept the lowest or any tender or part thereof.
Late Applications
Late applications will be rejected.
Timetable
The Tender must be received as set out in the timetable and the closing date on the first page of this document.
Stage
Closing date for receipt of tenders
Evaluation of tenders
Awarding of contract(s)
Meeting with project team to discuss project
Project completion

Deadline
17:00 GMT, Friday, 30 October 2020
w/c Monday, 2 November 2020
TBC
TBC on award of contract
Project to be completed within six months

Timescale and capacity
Upon terms being agreed it is intended that work should commence immediately to be completed within six
months of the start date. If possible in less time than that. A timeframe will be agreed with the successful
contractor wherein the Foundation can indicate key stages for the site’s development.
Capacity
The successful contractor must confirm that they have the capacity and resources to deliver within the stated
timeframe of six months (maximum).
We are not willing to accept over-runs because the contractor’s staff are: not available, working on other
projects, on leave/sick leave, have moved to a new job with another company, etc.
Gantt chart
Tender applications must include a Gantt chart showing the project schedule to be completed within six
months.
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SECTION D
1
Introduction – invitation to Tender
Ulster Historical Foundation (hereafter referred to as the Foundation) invites proposals to undertake a
complete rebuild of its website and associated online resources.
The Contractor shall be deemed to have satisfied itself before submitting its tender as to the accuracy and
sufficiency of the rates and prices stated in their tender which shall (except in so far as is otherwise provided
in the Contract) cover all the Contractor’s obligations under the Contract and the Contractor shall be deemed
to have obtained for itself all necessary information as to risks and any other circumstances which might
reasonably influence or affect the Contractor’s tender.
The project requirements are set out above and below in the Key Considerations, Audiences, Services, Goals
objectives and below in the Specification.
The appointment will be by a process of competitive tender.
2
Submission of Tender
Tenders should be returned no later than 17:00 (5:00pm) GMT on Friday, 30 October 2020.
NOTE: Late or incomplete Tenders will not be accepted. Tenders received after this time will NOT be
considered.
Tenders may be submitted by post, hand-delivered or by email. All submissions must be in English.
Tenders should be sent by email to: enquiry@uhf.org.uk or by post/hand-delivered to:
Ulster Historical Foundation, Bradley Thallon House, 44D Kiltonga Estate, Ballycullen,
Newtownards, Co. Down, BT23 4TJ.
3
Timescale, capacity and Gantt chart
In their application the Contractor should demonstrate that they have the capacity and resources to deliver the
project successfully within the agreed timeframe.
Tender applications must include a Gantt chart showing the project schedule.
4
Currency of Tender
The Tender prices must be in £ Sterling (UK pounds).
5
Presentation of Prices and Value Added Tax
All prices must be shown in the following format:
(a) Price excluding VAT
(b) VAT amount
(c) Total price including VAT
6
Lowest Tender
The Foundation is not bound to accept the lowest or any tender or part thereof.
7
Contract Period
The Contract start date will be as detailed in the Timetable (Section C).
8
Contents of the request for Tender
This request for Tender comprises these instructions and any addenda which may be issued in due course.
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9
Enquiries concerning the response for Tender
Any query in connection with the tender documentation shall be submitted by e-mail/telephone to:
Point of contact: Fintan Mullan
Email: enquiry@uhf.org.uk
Tel: 028 9181 2073
If deemed appropriate, the response by the Foundation as well as the nature of the query will be notified to
all contractors, without disclosing the name of the Contractor who initiated the query. On no account before
the Tender Closing Date is the Contractor to contact or communicate with any other person in the
Foundation (other than the person named above) involved in work concerning this Request for Tender
unless the Foundation redirects the enquiry.
In addition, all completed Proposals/Tenders should be returned to the above email/postal address, to arrive
on or before the Tender closing date 17:00 GMT, Friday, 30 October 2020.
10
Modification by the contracting authority and right to issue further instructions
During the tendering period, the Foundation reserves the right to make changes to the Contract
Documentation and the Contractor, will without reservation, accept such changes.
We reserve the right to adjust/vary the tender specification and to remove or add individual elements as
necessary, to meet the requirements of any budgetary constraints.
We reserve the right to seek other third party tenders for specific elements of this tender document.
Any advice of a modification to the Request for Tender shall be issued at least three days before the Tender
Closing Date and shall be issued as an addendum to, and shall be deemed to constitute part of, the Request
for Tender.
If necessary, the Foundation shall revise the Tender Date in order to comply with this requirement.
11
Assumptions
Contractors must not make assumptions that the Foundation has prior knowledge of their organisation or
their service provision. Contractors will only be evaluated on the information provided in their response.
12
Cost of Tender
The Foundation will not be responsible for any costs or expenses, or losses that may be incurred by the
Contractor in connection with the preparation or delivery or in the evaluation of the Tender. It is the
responsibility of prospective Contractors to obtain for themselves, at their own expense, any additional
information necessary for the preparation of their tenders.
13
Validity period of Tender
All details of the Tender, including prices and rates are to remain valid for one calendar month after the
closing date of the Tender.
14
Selection and evaluation criteria for Contractors
Contractors will be evaluated using criteria and associated weightings of the Award Criteria (see Section C).
15
Relevant Previous Experience
The Contractor should list two similar contracts carried out within the past two years, giving a description of
these contracts, how they are relevant to the Foundation’s requirement, with the dates and values thereof and
the names and addresses of persons to whom references might be made. Plus sample URLs of contractor’s
previous work.
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16
The Contracting Authority’s Discretion
The Foundation does not undertake to accept the lowest Tender, or part or all of the Tender and the
acknowledgement of receipt of any submitted Tender shall not constitute any actual or implied agreement
between the Contracting Authority and the Contractor. The Contracting Authority reserves the right to
accept any part, or all, of any Tender or Tenders at its sole discretion.
17
Qualified Tenders
Qualification of tenders may result in rejection thereof.
18
Results of the Tender and Notification
An evaluation team will consider all Tenders correctly submitted and will select one with a view to reaching
a contractual agreement subject to clarification of any outstanding matters.
When the final decision on the results of the Request for Tender has been taken all Contractors will be
informed by email whether or not they have been successful.
The award criteria for evaluating the Tender are included in Section C.
19
Confidentiality
All documents issued and information given to Contractors must be treated as strictly confidential.
Contractors should not release details of the tender documents other than on an ‘In Confidence’ basis to
those who have a legitimate need to know or whom they need to consult for the purpose of preparing their
tender.
20
Payment Terms
Payment terms will be discussed at the project initiation meeting.
The Foundation is willing to consider staged payments, but matched clearly against agreed project targets
and milestones.
In submitting a Tender for any proposed contract, the Company accepts that the Foundation retains control
of the Contract and that the Foundation is the final arbiter in respect of all negotiations and decisions.
21
After project completion
The contractor will offer 3 months troubleshooting assistance i.e. if elements of rebuild cease to function as
desired/expected, the contractor should fix within an acceptable time frame, at no additional cost to the
Foundation.
The successful contractor will also provide the Foundation’s staff with appropriate and sufficient training in
use of the CMS and any plug-ins (e.g. Yoast, etc) necessary for a smooth transition after the ‘go live’ date.
This training will be provided as part of the overall contract tender price submitted.
The costs of any further training required for the Foundation’s staff, not covered by this contract, should be
spelled out clearly (cost, VAT, total cost plus VAT) when submitting the tender.
22
Attachments related to the tender
i) Wireframe examples of web page layouts
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